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Abstract 
 

Query suggestion attracts great concern recently. It is crucial for capturing frequently 

asked questions in question-answering system and most popular topics in search engine. 

Besides these, is also used in advertising retrieval systems, e-commerce system for 

advertising push to get more profits. The paper gives a general review of query suggestion 

methods. On the whole, all the methods can be grouped into two categories: session based 

methods and click-through based methods. Adjacency based query suggestion, co-occurrence 

based query suggestion, query-flow graph based query suggestion, clustering based query 

suggestion, and bipartite graph based query suggestion are presented respectively in detail. 

Furthermore, how to evaluate the performance of query suggestion is denoted. Finally the 

important related issues of the area in further research are discussed. 

Keywords: query suggestion, session based, URLs based, click through, bipartite graph, 

evaluation method 

1. Introduction 

With the rapid growth of data in the Web, more and more people rely on search 

engines for exploiting extremely valuable information. Currently, most search engines 

using bag-of-words model to respond to a user’s query, which matches keywords 

between the query and web documents [1]. However the limitations of this model 

become increasingly prominent. Firstly, the inherent ambiguity of natural language [2] 

[3, 4] makes the search engine can not find out the documents that meet the user’s need.  

Secondly, the average length of queries submitted to search engines is  only 2~3 words, 

which make it difficult to speculate the meaning of the queries [5-7]. Finally, in most 

cases, users have little knowledge about the topics that they searched, even they could 

be not certain about what to search for, which makes it hard to find the right words to 

construct queries to express their information requirements. All these lead to the search 

results can not make user satisfied. In order to find out the satisfied document, user will 

often revise or reformulate the query. As shown in Chinese search engine user behavior 

study data of 2009, 78.2% of the users will revise or reformulate queries, and only 

19.7% of the users will give up [1]. However, even in the revision or reformulation the 

queries, how to construct a query is still a challenge. 

An effective solution is to use query suggestion technology. Query suggestion, which 

enables the user to reformulate a query with a single click, has become one of the most 
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fundamental features of Web search engines. It is based on the analysis of query logs, which 

register the history of queries that user submitted to search engine, and the pages selected 

after a search, among other data. Query suggestion assumes that in the same period of time, 

many users have the same or similar information requirements, but they usually use different 

queries. These queries are considered to be similar queries, which can express similar query 

intention [8-10]. When a user performs a query, the search engine will suggest a group of 

similar queries at the top or bottom of a page for users to choose to improve the effectiveness. 

The generation process of such queries, basically, exploits the expertise of skilled  users 

to help inexperienced ones. The more the users that satisfied the same information need 

in the past, the more precise and effective the related suggestions provided by any 

query suggested technique [11]. 

Besides this, query suggestion is also used in advertising retrieval systems, e-commerce 

system for advertising push to get more profits [12-14]. In addition, the query suggestion can 

also be applied in answering system [15], personalized search [16] and other fields. In recent 

years, it has become a hot topic.  

Query suggestion can date back to 1990s [12, 17]. Rutger University carries out a 

series of experiments to study man-machine interaction of information retrieval system. 

The results indicate that, compared to automatic query expansion, users prefer to use 

query suggestion techniques in information retrieval than query expansion and query 

suggestion can really help to improve the retrieval effectiveness and save search time  

[16, 18-19]. From a technical point of view, query suggestion can be viewed as an 

information retrieval problem that takes queries as processing target. However, due to 

the short queries and information sparse, traditional information retrieval methods 

cannot be used. Usually it is based on the unique characteristics of queries to find the 

relations and construct models. Various kinds of methods have been proposed for 

generating query suggestions. In spite of the specific methods are very different, yet they 

have in common about the exploitation of usage information recorded in query logs 

[20]. On the whole, all the methods can be grouped into two categories: session based 

methods and click-through based methods. This paper gives a review of different methods, 

discusses the features, the evaluation method, and the issues to be resolved of query 

suggestion. 

The remainder of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 and Section 3, session based query 

suggestion and click-through based query suggestion are presented respectively. Section4 

describes how to evaluate the performance of query suggestion. In Section 5 discussion and 

further research is described and a summary is given in Section 6. 

 

2. Session Based Query Suggestion 

Session based query suggestion used query sequences to model the user behavior for 

predicting queries that are likely to follow a given query [21-22]. It assumes that when a user 

submits a query, there may be continuous queries will be submitted for correcting the initial 

query. These query sequence constitutes query context information for each other, which will 

contribute to capture the user's intention. Besides this, query session has the following 

features [23]: 

(1)Many queries in the same session in a short time are submitted by the same user. 

(2)During the interaction of query session, users often try to change the queries, or use a 

new query to get the results. According to Lau and Horvitz’s study [24], after a failed search, 
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most users either use a new query or add more detailed description in the back of original 

query. 

(3)In the same query session, most the queries that user submitted is based on the same 

topic. Only a small number of queries will switch topics or conduct multi-topics search. 

According to Ozmutlu’s study [25], there are only 11.4% users that will conduct multi-topics 

research in the same session and other 88.6% users will search a single topic. 

These form the basis of session based query suggestion. Generally speaking session based 

query suggestion can be divided into three groups: adjacency or query co-occurrence query 

suggestion, query flow graph based query suggestion, and other query suggestions, such as 

rules based query suggestion, user experience based query suggestion, machine learning 

based query suggestion and so on. 

 

2.1. Adjacency based or Query Co-occurrence based Query Suggestion 

This method analyzes the query sequence in sessions, exploits other queries co-occurrence 

in the same session with the initial query, and takes the adjacency queries or co-occurrence 

queries for suggestion. In adjacency based method, if many users submitted q2 after q1, the 

search engine will suggest q2 to user when a user submitted q1, and vice versa. In co-

occurrence based method, if q1 and q2 often co-occur in the same session, then q1 and q2 can 

be suggested for each other.  

Huang’s study just uses the feature of sessions [26]. He mined co-occurring query pairs 

from session data and candidates relevant terms for a user query by drawing on terms that co-

occurred in similar search processes then ranked the candidates based on their frequency of 

co-occurrence with the user input queries. Experience shown that single terms suggested 

based on a co-occurrence matrix mined from Chinese query logs had much higher precision 

than those suggested based on retrieved documents over 100 queries.  

Jensen’s study [27] considered not only the co-occurrence frequency of the candidates, but 

also their mutual information with the user input queries. It weighted with the logarithm of 

the co-occurrence frequency for scoring candidate suggestions and original query. Moreover, 

to further improve the coverage of the query suggestion method, the authors manually 

mapped query terms to topics and then aggregated the co-occurrence patterns at topic level. 

In Zeng’s study [28] a health information query assistant system was developed. The 

system suggests alternative queries related to the user’s original query that can be used as 

building blocks to construct a better, more specific query. The suggested queries are selected 

according to their semantic distance from the original query, which is calculated on the basis 

of concept co-occurrences in medical literature and log data as well as semantic relations in 

medical vocabularies. When a suggested concept is selected by a user, its occurrence with the 

original query concept is increased by one.  

It assumed in Zhang’s study [29] that the degree of similarity of two queries depends on 

the adjacent degree of the queries, and he more adjacent, the more similar. For example, there 

is a query sequence q1, q2, q3. When a user submitted q1, then q2 are suggested to user, not q3. 

In 2008, Zhiyong Zhang and Olfa Nasraoui’s improved the study. They combined the 

association or correlation-type information with the textual content between queries. A soft 

relation matrix is built to store the relation between consecutive queries that occur within the 

same session [30]. 

Zanon’s [31] study takes the context, categories of user click through, and similarity of 

queries into account, and proposed an algorithm for query suggestion. 
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Jones’ study [32] assumed that a candidate reformulation is a pair of successive queries 

issued by a single user on a single day and candidate reformulations will also be referred to as 

query pairs. It extracted frequently adjacent query pairs in the same search processes. 

Shuo-En Tsai and Yi-Shin Chen [33] refer to session data which implicitly embedded 

users’ consecutive queries as crowd wisdom and proposed a Pattern Recognition Query 

(PRQs) method, which aims to achieve a query suggestion method. The study applies crowd 

wisdom in two ways, specialization and association. And a co-occurrence query index was 

built to collect co-occurrence click queries for each query. 

He [21] proposed a query suggestion algorithm based on the resemblance between the 

user’s query sequence and query sequence history. 

Silviu Cucerzan and Eric Brill [34] collect co-occurrence statistics for all queries submitted 

by users over a long period of time. Use maximum likelihood estimation to approximate the 

probability that a query qj follows immediately another query qi in a user search session and 

the probability of a query qi to be sent by a user to a search engine to generate semantically 

similar queries to a target query qi. 

 

2.2. Query Flow Graph based Query Suggestion 

Query-flow graph is a usage oriented, actionable, compact representation of the 

information contained in a query log, and it is aimed at facilitating the analysis of user 

behavior. Query flow graph based query suggestion is a more structured processing of the 

sessions, which used a graph to represent the interesting knowledge about latent querying 

behavior. It is an outcome of query-log mining. In the query-flow graph each node represents 

a distinct query, and a directed edge from query qi to query qj means that at least one user 

submitted query qj immediately after submitting qi in the same session. Any path over the 

query-flow graph may be seen as a searching behavior, whose likelihood is given by the 

strength of the edges along the path [35]. 

In 2008 Boldi proposed a method for building a query-flow graph [35]. In the method 

nodes are queries and an edge from qi to qj is also associated with some weight to indicate 

how likely a user moves from qi to qj within a session. The edge weights were measured by 

the frequency of observed transitions from qi to qj in search logs. Then, neighbors with the 

largest edge weights are selected as suggestions for an input query. In 2009 Boldi et al. 

suggested labeling the edges in a query-flow graph into four categories, namely, 

generalization, specialization, error correction, and parallel move, and only using the edges 

labeled as specialization for query suggestion [35]. 

Recent years, some further studies extended Boldi’s work along different directions. 

Anagnostopoulos [20, 36] argued that providing query suggestions to users may change user 

behavior. They thus modeled query suggestions as shortcut links on a query-flow graph and 

considered the resulted graph as a perturbed version of the original one. Then the problem of 

query suggestion was formalized as maximizing the utility function of the paths on the 

perturbed query-flow graph.  

Sadikov [37] extended the query-flow graph by introducing the clicked documents for each 

query. The queries qj following a given query qi are clustered together if they share many 

clicked documents.  

Zhen Liao et al. summarize similar queries into concepts and use concepts in both context 

modeling and suggestion generation, which is more effective to address the sparseness of 

queries [38]. 
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2.3. Other Methods based on Sessions for Query Suggestion 

Besides the methods above, there are some other query suggestion methods.  

Bruno M. Fonseca uses association rule to measure the similarity of queries [39]. The 

method is based on two steps. Firstly, it extracts the user sessions. Secondly, similarity 

queries are determined by using association rules among the collection of user sessions. In his 

research query is taken as item and sessions is taken as a set of transactions of association rule 

mining. Each transaction represents a session in which a single user submits a sequence of 

related queries in a time interval. If is found that when users manually expanded 153 queries 

with concepts mined from associated queries in a session log a 32-52% relative improvement 

in retrieval average precision was obtained 

Umut Ozertem [40] considered the task of suggesting related queries to users after they 

issue their initial query to a web search engine and proposed a machine learning method to 

learn the probability that a user may find a follow-up query both useful and relevant, given 

his initial query. The method is based on a machine learning model which enables the system 

to generalize queries that have never occurred in the logs as well. The model is trained on co-

occurrences mined from the search logs, with novel utility and relevance models, and the 

machine learning step is done without any labeled data by human judges. The learning step 

allows system to generalize from the past observations and generate query suggestions that 

are beyond the past co-occurred queries.  

Cucerzan and White [41] use previous users’ experience for query suggestion. In the 

previous search process, if a user with a query finds out the documents that he satisfied, then 

you can take advantage of the user's experience and directly put forward the query to other 

users. Based on the idea, Cucerzan and White proposed a set of rules to determine the final 

returned documents with a query in a session for suggestion. 

Daniele Broccolo [42] exploited a weak function for assessing the similarity between the 

current query and the knowledge base built from historical users’ sessions. 

Daniel [43] argue that relative to a single query, session provides more information to help 

users clearing query intention and query suggestion based on the entire session will be more 

accurate. 

 

3. Click-through Based on Query Suggestions 

The click-through based method focus on mining similar queries from a click-through in 

search logs. When user conducts a query, the log records the click URLs each time. The 

URLs can be used to exploit the relationship of different queries. It argues that two queries 

are similar to each other if they share a large number of clicked URLs. Based on the idea, 

some query suggestion methods are presented. On the whole, all the methods are categorized 

into two groups: clustering based query suggestion and bipartite graph based query suggestion. 

 

3.1. Clustering based Query Suggestion 

It is a popular method that clustering queries based on the clicked URLs. After the 

clustering process, for given a query qi, it can be identified that cluster C which qi belongs to. 

The other queries of cluster C can be presented as query suggestions [44-45]. That is to say, 

the queries in the same cluster indicate the same or similar topics and the queries within 

the same cluster are used as suggestions for each other. Ricardo Baeza-Yates presented an 

improved method. In his study [46], a rank score for each query in cluster C is computed. The 

rank score of each query measures the interest of the query to users that submitted the 

http://dl.acm.org/author_page.cfm?id=81100076425&coll=DL&dl=ACM&trk=0&cfid=181380019&cftoken=74671942
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input query. And the similar queries are returned ordered according to their rank score 

for suggestion. The rank score of a query is based on notions of similarity to the initial 

query and support of the query in the cluster. Besides this, by analyzing the logs in his 

experiments it is found that popular queries whose answers are of little interest to users.   

Beeferman and Berger [47] incorporated the common clicked URLs. One can apply 

an agglomerative clustering algorithm to identify related queries and URLs for  deriving 

group of queries that are similar in an iterative way. The queries in the same cluster are 

used as suggestions for one another. The quality of the query suggestions was evaluated 

by the click-through rate on the live Lycos search engine. However, this method has 

high computational cost and cannot scale up to large data.  Wing Shun Chan [48] 

pointed out a weakness of Beeferman’s method and proposed an improved clustering 

algorithm which ignored the noise relationships from the search engine log. 

Ji-Rong and Jian-Yun [49] propose a similar queries clustering algorithm to 

recommend URLs to frequently asked queries of a search engine.  It assumed that,  

(1)If two queries contain the same or similar terms, they denote the same or similar 

information requirements. 

(2)Two queries are similar if they lead to the selection of the same or similar 

document. 

The function of similar queries is defined by combining both assumptions linearly. 

It is noticed that the method combined query content information and click-through 

information. Next, a density-based method, DBSCAN [50] is applied to cluster queries. 

Unfortunately, it is expensive too. 

In Ji-Min Wang’s research [6], a new method for discovering related web queries 

was presented. First, some statistical characteristics of a candidate query for a given 

query were extracted from the log files, such as the numbers of different users 

submitted, the numbers of the candidate query submitted as well as the returned result 

clicked, the numbers of common terms and common URLs clicked between the 

candidate query and the given query. Then these candidate queries were ranked with a 

linear regression model learned from human labeled training data.  

Zaiane and Strilets [51] present a method to recommend queries based on seven 

different notions of query similarity. The method is intended for a meta-search engine. 

It not only takes the keywords, phrases of the query or common clicked URLs into 

considered, but also takes the content and title of the URL’s in the result of a query into 

considered. However none of their similarity measures consider user preferences in 

form of clicks stored in query logs. 

Baeza-Yates first builds a term-weight vector for each query [21, 44]. Each term is 

weighted according to the number of occurrences and the number of clicks of the documents 

in which the term appears. He measures the similarity of two queries as the similarity of their 

trace vectors using the cosine function. Then an efficient k-means algorithm is used to group 

similar queries. The k-means algorithm requires a user to specify the number of clusters 

ahead of time, which is difficult for clustering search logs. 

Larry Fitzpatrick and Mei Dent’s study [52] calculated the similarity of queries according 

to the relationships of URLs. The study computed similarity based on the number of common 

URLs in click-through. It assumed that the more common URLs, the more similar. 

Furthermore, the method takes into account the position of document in results list, and 

established a corresponding weight function depending on the position. The weight was 
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determined by the probability that related document can be found in the position. If a 

document was not contained in the results list, its weight is 0. 

Bordogna’s study [53] is based on an iterative query disambiguation mechanism for query 

suggestion. The method is divided into three steps. Firstly, the retrieved documents are 

clustered, on the basis of words extracted from their titles and snippets. Secondly, for each 

cluster, a personalized rank is computed, based on the aggregation of two criteria: the novelty 

of contents of the cluster with respect to past results, and the overall content similarity of 

clusters with respect to the original query. Finally, from each cluster’s representation, a 

disambiguated query is generated and suggested to the user to deepen the search. The 

disambiguated queries are computed based on terms in titles and snippets of documents in the 

clusters. They should be able to highlight the main contents of the cluster and potentially may 

retrieve further relevant documents.  

Saurabh Sharma [54] created user profiles to capture the user’s personal preference and 

identified the actual goal of the input query. Furthermore agglomerative clustering algorithm 

was used to find the queries that are close to each other conceptually. In the method 

relationship between users, queries and concepts were taken into account to obtain accurate 

and more personalized query suggestions for the user.  

Kenneth [55] introduced an approach that captured the user’s conceptual preferences in 

order to provide personalized query suggestions. They achieved this goal with two new 

strategies. First, online techniques that extract concepts from the web-snippets of the search 

result returned from a query are developed and concepts are used to identify related queries 

for that query. Second, a new two phase personalized agglomerative clustering algorithm 

based on click-through was proposed that was able to generate personalized query clusters. 

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no previous work had addressed personalization for 

query suggestions.  

 

3.2. Bipartite Graph based Query Suggestion  

In the user query log, queries and URLs are represented as nodes. Each record contains one 

pair <query, URL>. Merging these pairs, you can create a bipartite graph with the vertices on 

one side corresponding to queries and on the other side to URLs, which join the collections of 

queries and the collections of click-through. It represents an implicit judgment of the 

relationships between queries, relationships between click-through and relationships between 

query and click-through. The method attempts to find such two sets: (1) a disjoint similar 

query sets. The elements in the set represent different expressions with the same or similar 

information requirements; (2) a disjoint URLs. The elements in the set represent different 

pages with the same or similar information requirements. 

H. Ma [56] established a user-query bipartite graph and a query-URL bipartite graph based 

on click-through.  In his study, a two-tier query suggestion model was presented and a similar 

query model was proposed based on features. 

Mei et al. [57] performed a random walk starting from a given query qi on the click-

through bipartite to find queries similar to qi. Each similar query qj is labeled with a “hitting 

time,” which is essentially the expected number of random walk steps to reach qj starting 

from qi. The queries with the smallest hitting time were selected as the query suggestions.  

Yang Song and Li-wei He [58] took the clicked URLs and skipped URLs into account and 

proposed an optimal rare query suggestion framework by leveraging implicit feedbacks from 

users in the query logs. The proposed model is based on the pseudo-relevance feedback. It 

assumes that clicked and skipped URLs contain different level of information, and thus, they 
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should be treated differently. Therefore, the framework optimally combines both clicked and 

skipped information from users, based on which query-URL bipartite was established 

respectively for determining similar queries. And a random walk model was used to optimize 

(1) the restarting rate of the random walk, and (2) the combination ratio of click and skip 

information. Experimental results on a log from a commercial search engine show the 

superiority of the proposed method over the traditional random walk models and pseudo-

relevance feedback models. 

H. Tong [59], Craswell [60] and Baluja [61] used a random walk-based method for query 

suggestion. The basic idea behind random walk models is quite straightforward. Queries and 

URLs are represented as nodes in a bipartite graph where each edge connects one query with 

one URL, which indicates a click. The model calculates the stable transition probability from 

one node to another and uses the probability to estimate the closeness between two nodes.  

Yan Chen [62] constructed personalized query suggestion agent based on query-concept 

bipartite graphs and concept relation trees. There are three steps. First of all, the personalized 

query suggestion agent uses both concepts’ semantic relations and concepts’ co-occurrence 

for concept clustering. Furthermore, the agent constructs concept relation trees that can 

provide more suggested queries than a query-concept based method. Finally, the agent 

dynamically updates weights between query-concept and concept-concept to personalize 

suggestions.  

Besides these methods mentioned above that focused on providing new queries, Bai Lv [63] 

constructed long tail query suggestion model based on query intent. Wei Gao [64] proposed a 

new method for cross-lingual query suggestion by exploiting, in addition to the translation 

information, a wide spectrum of bilingual and monolingual information, such as term co-

occurrences, query logs with click-through data, and so on. In Jiang-Ming Yang’s study [65] 

proposed a unified strategy to combine query log and search results for query suggestion was 

proposed. In this way, the study leveraged both the users' search intentions for popular 

queries and the power of search engines for unpopular queries. The suggested queries are also 

ranked according to their relevance and qualities; and each suggestion is described with a rich 

snippet including a photo and related description. Markus Strohmaier [66] introduced an 

intentional query suggestion as a novel idea that is attempting to make users’ intent more 

explicit during search and presented a prototypical algorithm for intentional query suggestion. 

Yang Song [67] from the search engine session logs mined a large amount of user preference 

data and proposed a query suggestion method by constructing term-transition graphs. In the 

method it was considered the following tuple {q1,q2,u} where a user abandoned a query q1 

and immediately reformulated it into q2 then made a click on URL u, during the same session. 

These activities strongly indicate a user’s preference on query q2 over q1, which often differs 

by only a few terms. Then a term-preference graph was constructed from the above data 

where each node is a term in the query and each directed edge a preference. And a topic-

biased Pagerank model was trained for each of the query topics by extracting topics from 

clicked URLs Given a query, this model guides the decision of (1) expanding relevant terms 

to the original query, (2) removing terms from the original query, or (3) replacing existing 

terms with relevant terms. Yiqun Liu [68] analyze the nature of query suggestion process 

from user’s perspective and propose a query suggestion framework in which keywords are 

suggested because of their appearance in clicked snippets instead of similarity with previous 

queries. Two snippet click models and corresponding suggestion algorithms were presented 

based this analysis. Some studies tackled the query suggestion problem by merely substituting 

or stemming terms [69, 32, 70-71]. A few recent studies diversifying the top-returned search 
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results [72-73] for query suggestion. Sadikov [37] combined the query-flow graphs with click 

URLs information to find query suggestions. Hotho [74] improved bipartite and proposed a 

method in the context of modeling folksonomies, which can be represented as a tri-partite 

document-user-tag graph. It has been successfully applied in web ranking tasks. Chien and 

Immorlica [75] used pearson correlation of query time distributed vector to characterize 

similar queries. Based on Chien’s work, Zhang [76] considered the factor of significant time 

interval for query suggestion. 

 

4. Evaluation 

Another problem is how to evaluate the performance of different method. 

On the one hand, nowadays there is no public corpus for query suggestion. Because user 

query logs involves privacy and some commercial factors, most universities and research 

institutions’ labs are difficult to obtain real query logs from search engine companies, such as 

Microsoft, Yahoo, Google and so on. Only the English logs of three companies that are Excite, 

AlltheWeb, AltaVista are available. The latest version is AltaVista_2003. Unfortunately most 

pages in AltaVista_2003 are not existed. Part of Sougou company’s query logs in Chinese of 

2008 is available in which userID, queries, click-through, rank, timestamp and others are 

included.  

On the other hand, there is unified standard for evaluating the performance. It makes great 

difference in different literatures. Some frequently used evaluations are as follows. 

(1) P@N(precision @ N). It is the precision in top N suggested queries. 

Precision is the ratio of the correct suggestions’ number to all suggested queries’ number. 

%100*(%)
CA

A
percision


                                              (1) 

Where A is the number of correct suggestions, C is the number of not correct suggestions. 

That is to say, A+C is the number of all suggested queries. 

(2) Coverage. Coverage is the ratio of correct suggestions’ number to the true query set. 

   
%100*(%)cov

BA

A
erage




                                            (2) 

Where A is the number of similar queries that are suggested, B is the number of similar 

queries that are not suggested. And A+B is the true query set. 

 (3)DCG(Discounted Cumulative Gain). Set <v1,v2,……, vn> is the results of query q, and 

R(k) is the score of vk, then DCG in the k position is defined as: 









k

i

iR

i
kDCG

1

)(

2

)12(
)1(log

1
@                                        (3) 

(4)NDCG (Normalized DCG). NDCG is normalized DCG. For any query, an ideal DCG is 

calculated. NDCG is the ratio of DCG@k to IDCG@k, formally: 

kIDCG

kDCG
kNDCG

@

@
@                                                  (4) 
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(5)QSCTR. Query suggestion click-through rate (QSCTR) is another metric used to 

evaluate the quality of query suggestions. In literature [77], it defined QSCTR of a <query, 

suggestion> pair as: 

%100*(%)
countimpressionits

countclickedits
QSCTR                              (5) 

Therefore, QSCTR can be interpreted as the probability that a user clicks on a query 

suggestion given in response to a query. 

 

5. Discussion and Future Research 

Query suggestion is an emerging field of web research. Some performance have been 

achieved, however some issues are needed to be solved. 

In session based query suggestion how to properly divide session is a problem, which will 

directly affect the accuracy of suggestion. A traditional method is to divide sessions according 

to the time intervals of two adjacent queries. If the interval is greater than a threshold, the two 

adjacent queries will be divided into two sessions. For example, Ryen‘s study [78] discussed 

the problem. In recent years, some new session division methods were proposed [43]. 

Another reason that will cause inaccuracy of query suggestion is that in a specific period of 

session data, search interests might even change over time. That is to say query intention will 

drift.   

In click-through based query suggestion, there is clicked data sparse problem, because only 

a few URLs are clicked during an information retrieval process. Many similar queries have no 

common URLs. Even sometimes maybe there are no clicked URLs for some queries. Click-

through information is not enough for deriving similar queries. Furthermore, there is noise in 

user click-through because different users may have different clicked behavior. Some users 

may click their interested URLs, others may clicked URLs that they are not interested in a 

random way, which noise data is resulted. Beside this, rare queries possess much less 

information than popular queries in query logs, which results it more difficult to suggest 

similar queries to a rare query.  

 

6. Summary  

This paper gives a survey on query suggestion methods, including session based query 

suggestion and click-through based query suggestion. Adjacency based query suggestion, co-

occurrence based query suggestion, query-flow graph based query suggestion, clustering 

based query suggestion, and bipartite graph based query suggestion are presented in detail. 

How to evaluate the performance of query suggestion is denoted. Furthermore, the important 

related issues are discussed. Finally the paper gives some suggestions of the area in further 

research.  
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